Amiad to present new Sigma series for improved irrigation filtration
Mini Sigma recognised in EIMA International’s Technical Innovation Contest
(Bologna, Italy; November 7, 2018) Amiad Water Systems Ltd (AIM: AFS), a leading global producer of water
treatment and filtration solutions, will be presenting its new Sigma series for superior water filtration in the
irrigation market at this year’s EIMA International in Bologna, Italy from 7-11 November 2018.
The new product range, which was launched in May this year, is led by the introduction of the Mini Sigma –
an innovative automatic self-cleaning filter that is both lightweight and durable with maximum installation
flexibility. This new product has been recognised in the EIMA Technical Innovation Contest in the ‘Mentions’
category, which is awarded to innovative machines, accessories or companies capable of improving
agricultural or gardening operations with a focus on quality, safety and environmental sustainability.
Alongside the Mini Sigma (available in three sizes), the new range includes Sigma Pro automatic filters and
the ADI-P electronic controller. The key features of this new range of water filters includes:
Key features
• Mini Sigma
o Compact and modular design – small footprint and various installation configurations
o Polymeric filter – corrosion-free – with low water and energy consumption
o Designed to handle low water pressure, with a capacity of up to 80m3/h and with filtration degrees
from 80-500 micron
o Includes Amiad’s unique suction-scanning cleaning technology
o Operated by the ADI-P electronic controller
• Sigma Pro
o Automatic polymeric multi-screen filter with a large screen area while maintaining small footprint
o Able to handle any water type
o Simple maintenance
o Corrosion-free
• ADI-P controller
o Amiad’s innovative and user friendly ADI-P electronic controller, which can be linked to a mobile
app, for advanced monitoring capabilities and control functionality
In addition to Amiad’s existing Screen, Disc and Media filtration solutions, this new range is offering
customers a more complete package for their irrigation filtration requirements.
Dori Ivzori, CEO of Amiad, said: “We are excited to be presenting our new series of filtration products for
irrigation applications and are honoured that the Mini Sigma has been recognised in the Technical Innovation
Contest. This award reflects the added value the Mini Sigma provides users thanks to its flexibility, compact
size and modular design combined with the strength of our suction-scanning technology with low water and
energy consumption. We are delighted with how well the new Sigma series has been received since launch
and we look forward to continuing its success. Alongside our other filtration products, we’re offering
customers the widest range of filtration degrees and a more complete solution to meet their irrigation
requirements than ever before.”
Visit Amiad Water Systems at Hall 22 / B38 at EIMA Bologna, November 7-11, 2018.
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About Amiad
Amiad Water Systems (AIM: AFS) is a leading global producer of automatic, self-cleaning water treatment
and filtration products and systems. Through its engineering skills and ability to innovate, Amiad provides
cost-effective “green” solutions for the industrial, municipal, irrigation, oil & gas and ballast water markets.
In these segments its patented products are being integrated into the core of systems for filtration and water
treatment, micro irrigation and membrane protection, wastewater and potable water treatment, cooling
systems and sea water filtration.
Headquartered in Israel, Amiad provides these solutions through nine subsidiaries and a comprehensive
network of over 170 distributors to customers in more than 80 countries.
For additional information or product details, please visit www.amiad.com.

